
A data-driven supply chain ensures the right products are delivered to 
the right place at the right time.

A Flexible and Resilient WMS
Explore unprecedented visibility, actionable insights, and collaboration across your 
entire supply chain ecosystem, starting with fulfillment and distribution. Deliver at 
scale and respond to changing market conditions. Build resilience without risk, meet 
demand, and your business objectives at the same time.

Accessible, Available, Automated Data
Clean, curated, and governed data plus seamless integration across supply chain 
platforms serves your entire information value chain, end-to-end. Faster time-to- 
market, growth and scalability, and reduced costs are just some of the advantages of 
data that’s ready to serve.

Data Is The 3PL Advantage
Data can serve as the logistics brain for 3PLs, enabling seamless inventory fulfillment across

multiple customers, geographies, and extensive SKU catalogs. Data also ensures complex
regulatory compliance effortless through:

Actionable insights   |   Performance monitoring   |   Improving supply chain visibility
Optimizing operations   |   Supporting risk management

By leveraging data effectively, 3PLs can deliver value-added services, drive operational excellence,
and strengthen their position as trusted logistics partners.
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Learn about
WMS

Learn about
Data-as-a-Service

Learn about
Control Tower

Pivotree Control Tower:
A Powerful Visualization and Management Tool
Data-driven analytics with user-friendly dashboards and robust reporting 
capabilities to drive insights and monitor the health of your systems.

Let Data Drive
Your Supply Chain 
Streamline operations. Reduce cost.
Improve customer satisfaction.



A data-driven supply chain provides insights, facilitates
decision-making, and optimizes operations.

Contact us for more information on how we can help 
optimize data to resolve your supply chain challenges.
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Order Processing
Capture and process order information to enable streamlined processing and automated warehouse allocation.

Shipping and Logistics
Data informs packaging options, 
calculates accurate shipping costs, 
optimizes logistics channels, and 
ensures timely delivery. 

Inventory Management
Optimize inventory levels by leveraging historical sales data, demand patterns, lead times, and supplier 
performance data. 

Warehouse Efficiency and Performance
Data-driven insights enable efficient warehouse layout design, product
placement, and inventory organization, plus minimize order fulfillment and 
manage labor productivity.

Automation and Robots
Real-time data enables automated picking, 
sorting, packing, and shipping processes, 
reducing human error, increasing speed, and 
improving overall efficiency.

Supply Chain Collaboration
Data sharing and integration across supply chain partners facilitate collaboration and seamless 
coordination. 

Returns Management
Capture return reasons, analyze return patterns, and automate return processing 
to  improve efficiency, reduce costs, and enhance customer satisfaction.

Customer Experience
Data enables personalized customer 
experiences by capturing and analyzing 
customer preferences, purchase history, 
and feedback. 


